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Budfox for iPhone®

Announcing the latest release of Budfox for iOS
The app proposes a secure chat and group and helps to identify and build your
network, find partners, and share your products and services.
Users must work in a financial company or organization (regardless of the position) to
register on Budfox.
Budfox keeps communication safe, and can't read users messages or media files. Users
are entirely free to clear all chats history and create a secret chat set to disappear (selfdestruction timer). The start-up is currently integrating end-to-end encryption with the
highest level of security on the market (QR code, PIN code exchange between the two
parties, and identity privacy). A team of PhDs develops this secure technology in
Cryptography.
Last but not least, the company is not owned by any bank or commercial organization, to
provide total independence without any conflict of interest.

THE FINANCIAL SOCIAL NETWORK

“Unlike Bloomberg Messenger and Symphony, Budfox is owned by independents and
was created by a former trader. We want to democratize instant messaging for the world
of finance, as WhatsApp has done globally.”
Tristan de Haenen - Founder & CEO

Budfox Features
Chat: Message your contacts for free*. Budfox uses your phone's Internet
connection to send messages. * Data charges may apply. Contact your provider for details.
Security: Budfox keeps your communication safe. Your messages are secured. Only you
and the person you're communicating with can read or listen to them, no one in
between, not even Budfox.
Destruct: Easily auto-destruct your messages with a timer setting from 10s to 1 day.
Document Sharing: Send data documents, PDFs and spreadsheets without the worry of
email or file sharing apps.
Group: Contact several people at once. With group chats, you can instantly share
messages, photos, videos, and files. You can also name your group, mute it or customize
notifications, and more.
Blacklist: Add and remove contacts to your list to avoid spam.
Apple Watch® notifications

Future Updates
๏ End-to-end encryption (Q4 2019)
๏ Dark mode, Sound packs, and more than 100 new improvements/features to follow.
๏ Apple Watch®: send, reply, and emoji.
๏ News Feed: News Feed is the continuously updated list of stories on your home page.
News Feed includes status updates, photos, videos, links, app activity, likes, and
comments from your contacts only.
๏ Channels: Discover the latest news headlines with your favorite media, and subscribe
directly to media brands and news publishers, and they will appear instantly on your
News Feed to make sure you stay tuned.

About Tristan de Haenen (Founder & CEO)
Tristan began his career in the middle of the 90s as a derivatives trader at the Paris Stock
Exchange. He was the youngest official stockbroker at the age of 18yo (jury's award) and
one of the leading financial intermediaries in the equity derivatives markets on behalf of
major financial institutions. With a passion for new technologies and finance, he
founded Budfox Messenger Ltd with a team of experts based in London and
Luxembourg.
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App Store: France, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Russia, Singapore, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, and the United States.
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